with the other is facilitated. We shall deal with Mann first, not because he is the simpler, for the paradoxical complexity of his thought structure is often baffling, but because the ethical implications of music seem in his work to be more negative than in Hesse's.
I
In Dr. Faustus, music is essentially Janus-faced. Its very elements, Geist and Trieb (intellect and instinct), are equivocal expressions of the antithetical forces of the divine and the demonic in life. It is significant that Adrian Leverkiihn's interest in music is awakened simultaneously with the onset of sex, puberty, and with the beginning of illness, his characteristic migraine.
Adrian's guide into the world of music, Kretzschmar,' is himself an enigmatic, paradoxical personality, and this is no doubt intentional. For Kretzschmar's combination of physical inadequacy with intellectual and artistic insight is subtly suggestive of the ambivalent nature of music itself. Kretzschmar's commentaries give us the framework by which Adrian's later compositions are to be judged. Speaking of the antithetical components of music, aspirations of the mind and claims of the senses, he finds two opposing tendencies: on the one hand music has a latent inclination to the ascetic, the antisensuous, nur-Geistige, a tendency to be no longer heard or felt, to be music for the eye and intellect alone; on the other hand it has a strong atavistic drive to return to its basic material, its primitive demonic elements. This latter drive is especially apparent in the development of orchestral music in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with stress on harmonic texture and mass effect. Wagner is mentioned in this connection and as prime example of the tendency Kretzschmar cites the opening A flat major triad of the Ring des Nibelungen. Stravinski, especially his Sacre du Printemps, might be added as a more recent example.' The piano, on the other hand, is the representative of music in its intellectuality. The human voice of course bridges these two disparate tendencies and Adrian's most characteristic compositions are songs, a puppet music-drama, an 2Pennsylvania-bom Wendell Kretzschmar seems to be drawn at least in part from Hermann Kretzschmar (1848-1924) who, according to Brockhaus, was '~along with Riemann the most significant musical scholar of his time." The career in Germany of Mann's Kretzschmar closely parallels that of the real Kretzschmar, especially in the geographical centres in which he was active. There may be traits also of Edmund Kretschmer, organist and composer (183()"'1908) .
3"With Le Sacre du Printemps," reads the article in Hughes' Music Encyclopedia, "the strident and bizarre effects that made Petrouchka a masterpiece of bitter irony were augmented with an unprecedented complexity of rhythm and harsh, grinding dissonances which literally portrayed the earth-beating dances of a prehistoric race in a spring festival." opera, and an oratorio, all of which feature the human voice and all of which are based on this underlying ambivalence. It is significant that Adrian's last opus, Dr. Fausti Weheklag, a "symphonic cantata," ends with the extinction of the human voice and a final orchestral movement.
It becomes Adrian's aim to escape from the dead-end of postRomantic developments, to emancipate music from the sphere of the merely musical and elevate it to the level of the universal culturalintellectual. But it may be observed here that the so-called "merely musical" is Hesse's "genuine" music: the music which is healthy and moral, transcendent over death, decay, and disease. Mann's music, instead of serving as guide and model for mankind and man's moral status, becomes the expression of the anarchic, dissident, and demonic elements in modem culture. It is linked with death instead of life.
Hesse's music, Mann's "mere music," is an expression of faith in the human soul. Adrian Leverkiihn is not only completely cynical and without faith in man, in whom he sees only weaknesses and foibles, but he himself lacks "soul." His one-sided nature-cold intellectuality-Mann, with characteristic insight, depicts as most dangerously threatened by exposure to naked impulse, das T ierische. We are told that "warmth and coldness prevailed concurrently in his work ... a glowing edifice that brought home the concept of the demonic like nothing else on earth."
Adrian despairs of the possibility of genuine art in the traditional sense and in the traditional fanns. The "work" of art as such, as "a structure self-sufficient and rounded out harmonically within itself," appears inadmissible, intellectually impossible in any legitimate relation to the "absolute uncertainty, ambiguity and lack of harmony that characterize the state of our society today." At this stage the only recourse for the artist appears to lie in parody and this is the direction taken by the works of Leverkiihn's middle period. It involves a "mocking, irorllsation of tonality, of traditional music," and to the alarmed Serenus Zeitblom it seems to involve a "mocking of humanism" itself.
Beyond the range of parody, however, there is the possibility of art breaking the bonds of art, of form, and becoming direct Erkenntnis (cognition ). To emancipate art and make possible this immediate expression of ultimate human and cosmic fate becomes Adrian's final goal, particularly in his last work, Dr. Fausti Weheklag. That this is still admissible as a "work" at all is attributable to its strict external form, constructed as it is of variations on the theme "I die a good and evil Christian." In other respects it bursts the bonds of traditional art to give direct expression to the cosmic lament of doomed humanity. It is a "taking back" of Beethoven's ninth symphony and the hymn to joy. The normal or traditional relationships are present only in inversion or perversion: the theme itself is equivocal (a good and evil Christian); the admonition of Christ, "Watch with me," is inverted-"they were to betake themselves to bed and sleep peacefully" ; the sacrament of the Last Supper is suggested by the Johannstrunk; the angel chorus of the first half is taken up in inverted form by the demonic chant of the second part. The development of Geist, order, form, out of the sensuous elements given by the orchestra, is reversed, so that the human voice, in this context the carrier of Geist, is superseded by the wail of cosmic grief in the orchestra: "I find [writes Serenus Zeitblom 1 that here, towards the end, the uttermost accents of anguish are attained, expression has been given to the ultimate despair. . . . Then there is nothing more--silence and night."
At this point there would seem to be the widest possible gulf between Mann's music with its dark and demonic role and Hesse's music of light and enlightenment. But Mann here introduces yet another paradox. What, he says, if the merest suggestion of hope germinated out of this deepest despair? It would be the miracle that transcends faith. We are now made aware that in the conclusion, as one choir after another falls silent in the orchestra, the last tone that remains is the high G of a solitary cello--then darkness and silence. But this last hovering note of the cello is like a light in the darkness.
This does not go far towards bridging the gulf between the attitudes of Mann and Hesse. It does introduce a parallel note of optimism. But the optimism is different in nature. Mann's optimistic note enters only after darkness and despair have engulfed the human scene. It is a transcendental, metaphysical, one might almost say theological optimism, dependent on an act of grace from above. Hesse's optimism is founded on man, on faith in the individual human being and the formative power of human reason symbolized in classical music.
II
Turning to Hesse, we can now trace briefly in the earlier works the development of his attitude to music which comes to full fruition in Das Glasperlenspiel. Among the cultural forces which contend for the soul of the early autobiographical hero Peter Camenzind is Wagner. (All of Hesse's characters are in an unusually high degree autobiographical.) At first under the spell of the giant of Bayreuth, Camenzind finds his way to a rejection of this music. Gertrud is an artist-novel in which all the main characters and most secondary ones are mUSICIans: Kuhn the creative artist, violinist, and composer; his friend Muoth the performing "artist," the singer whose inner emptiness and frustration are masked behind his "representation" in life and in art (a tour de force which is continuous, which demands increasing recourse to the bottle, and which finally breaks him); between them is Gertrud the understanding woman, herself an accomplished piallist. But from this novel music emerges with a message. It teaches Kuhn to embrace and accept life despite his physical inadequacies (he is crippled in a toboggan accident in early manhood) and despite the frustration of his love for Gertrud (who marries Muoth and after the latter's death lives in semi-seclusion in Kuhn's vicinity). In Demian, the work in which Hesse first propounds his highly personal philosophy of life, the result of years of self-examination and questioning under the impact of the First World War, music is one of the important cultural influences by means of which an individual soul can find itself and develop into a personality.
Steppenwolf carries his personal philosophy a stage further and develops a devastating critique of the age. Music is here one of the important symptoms in the K ulturkritik and at the same time is one of the chief routes of escape from the dilemma in which the contemporary individual finds himself in a disintegrating civilization. Jazz is symptomatic of this disintegration, It is "Musik des Untergangs" and it is the focus of much of the criticism levelled at society. On the other hand Mozart (along with Goethe) is one of the immortals who is ever available and ever present to the individual who will search for him. Even disfigured in such a hellish contraption as the modern phonograph or radio (the date was 1926), the mindGeist-in Mozart cannot be completely extinguished. Moreover Pablo, the saxophone player, in the metamorphosis of the "Magic Theatre," to Harry Haller's astonishment, is also Mozart. Clearly this metamorphosis symbolizes Hesse's optimism on an individual plane even in the face of his pessimism where the social fabric and the historical process as a whole are concerned.' Every jazz fiend, he implies, has within him the potentialities which the spirit of a Mozart is capable of animating and the continued existence of such individual immortals as Goethe and Mozart is the portent of the undying potentialities inherent in the individual human soul.
It is significant that Mozart and not Beethoven is the figure chosen by Hesse to convey this message. In fact Hesse sees the symptoms of decadence and disease already setting in with Beethoven and culminat-'Hesse's position seems close to that of M. Albert Camus who has declared he is upessimiste Quant a la destinee humaine ... optimiste Quant a l'homme." ing in a virtual pestilence with Brahms and Wagner. In the "Magic Theatre" at the end of Steppenwolf Hesse conjures up an amusing vision of Wagner and Brahms condemned to Sisyphean labours. We are transported to a vast desert ringed in by misty mountains and sea :
In this plain we saw a dignified old bearded gentleman who, with melancholy mien, was leading a mighty procession of some tens of thousands of men clothed in black. It looked depressing and hopeless, and From this passage it is evident that Hesse is highly critical of the mass effects and emotional saturation achieved with too full and too elaborate harmonic emphasis. This is the dangerous, demonic, emotional side which he sees suppressing the Geist (the spiritual and intellectual qualities) in music, the strictly controlled and yet magically effective pattern of counterpoint melody as exemplified by eighteenth-century and earlier masters. The passage also indicates the reciprocal relationship between the decadent music of Wagner and Brahms and the decadent culture in which they lived. They could not escape their own time. Thirdly, we see that the individual, although powerless so far as the tendency of his time is concerned, is nevertheless involved in guilt for the faults of his generation. The wording suggests the connection with the religious doctrine of the fall of man. Finally, we see in the passage Hesse's characteristic optimism on an individual plane. Just as Brahms and Wagner can work their way out of the purgatory they have created for themselves, so can the individual 5Steppenwol/ (Berlin, 1927) ,270-3.
work his way through the layers of impediments in the surrounding world and arrive at a genuine expression of his latent personality as he responds to the manifestations of Geist. Since humility and a sense of humour may both be ranked among the moral virtues, it may perhaps be not altogether irrelevant before leaving this pa..<sage in Steppenwolf to refer to the following paragraphs. The vision of the predicament of Wagner and Brahms causes in Hesse, or rather in his hero Harry Haller, a nightmare spectacle in which he too is condemned to drag after him thousands upon thousands of similar black figures: all those words he had written that were superfluous, all the typesetters and their hours of futile toil, the labours of proofreaders, the wasted time of readers."
It is characteristic of Hesse that he rejects all music after Beethoven, while Thomas Mann is fascinated by the musical trend which begins with Beethoven and culminates in Wagner and ultimately in Schonberg and the fictitious Adrian Leverkiihn. Yet it is Hesse who is often curtly dismissed as an unhealthy, introspective, Romantic poet, while the world weighs gravely (not without reason) every pronouncement of Thomas Mann. We are all familiar with the latter's fascination with the spell of Romanticism, death and decay in communion with love and beauty. Even in his last cosmic encounter with this theme in Dr. Faustus, aware though he is of the inherent pitfalls, dangers, and disasters, Mann nevertheless leaves us with the implicit assumption that great art is possible only under these conditions and that perhaps the ineffable beauty of such creative work may be worth the grim details on the other side of the coin, the side of life. In comparison with Mann at any rate, Hesse sometimes assumes the aspect of a pure classicist and he has in fact recently been described as a true spirit of the eighteenth century, the last exponent of a cosmopolitan, classical humanism.
7 Certainly Hesse is essentially a moralist, interested primarily in the ethical implications of music, its meaning and value for the individual human soul, and it follows that Hesse's music must have a firm rational structure. Borrowing psychological terms, one might say it is under strict control of the super-ego, whereas Mann's music tends to inhabit the realm of the id, the amoral and irrational aspect of life. But to learn the full import of music in man's moral life, as Hesse sees it, we must look more closely at his last great work.
6This is a striking example of the autobiographical subjectivism which runs through Hesse's work. The hero, Harry Haller, who has this experience, we know to be too much of a dilettante to have written or published much if anything.
But the hero is by this time so closely identified in our minds with the author that we feel no jar at this reference. (Jan., 1953) .
7R. C. Andrews, "The Poetry of Hennann Hesse," German Life and Letters

III
In the introductory chapter of Das Glasperlenspiel, Hesse paints a grim picture of our disintegrating civilization, in which again music plays a symptomatic role. He sees nothing of value achieved in music in this age of ours: even the works of the "immortals," Bach and Mozart, are disfigured in performance by the effort to gain mass emotional appeal through dynamic effects, as conductors vie with one another to give more forceful renderings of the classical masterpieces. Productivity in music as in the other arts comes to a standstill, because of the cul-de-sac along which music has been travelling, towards utter anarchy, the breakdown of all forms leaving only the meaningless chaos of dynamism per se. However in the midst of this complete breakdown of all cultural forms and traditions there arise hopeful lights in isolated individuals who, in reaction against the trend of the times, become skilled musicologists penetrating to the spirit of the classical composers. From these beginnings, i.e. from the spirit of classical music, arises the "Glasperlenspiel" itself.
The "glass-bead game" is the magnetic pole around which revolves the life of the cultural elite of Castalia. It is a synthesis of all the arts and humanistic studies, and it is significant that music and mathematics were predominant in its genesis. For music, according to Schopenhauer, is the dynamic will itself and constantly strives to break the bonds of form and return to its primeval state of chaotic energy. But Hesse clamps a Kantian moral will upon the would-be formless energy of music, in the guise of mathematics, the most formal, rational, and precise aspect of human intelligence. Eventually all the other humanistic disciplines share in this cultural synthesis which is the "Glasperlenspiel." Music is subdued, the demonic force of Schopenhauer and of Thomas Mann is bridled and made the servant and subtle instrument of intellect, Geist.
On the other hand, Hesse's music, deprived of its demonic, dynamic, and amoral element, is perforce sterile. Whereas Adrian Leverkiihn and the Germany symbolized by him stride onwards and upwards (or perhaps downwards) in the tonnenting spiral of heightened creativity, Hesse's "Glasperlenspieler" in their austere intellectual atmosphere are not only devoid of original creativity but actually have a hOITor of any tendency in this direction. For Hesse, genuine music, echte Musik, is to be found only in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, marked by emphasis on the fugue and on counterpoint. This music underwent almost misaculous development in the hands of Monteverdi, Purcell, Scarlatti, Bach, Handel, Haydn, and Mozart. In their hands it came to express the ultimate human moral values while remaining within the confines of the strictest form.
Hesse regards form in art as simply an expression of faith, not necessarily a religious faith but at least faith in humanity. He wrote in a letter in 1932: "There can be no form without faith, and there can be no faith without prior despair, without prior (and also subsequent) knowledge of chaos." The last part of this statement indicates the extent to which Hesse has penetrated the problematic aspects of natures such as Bach and Mozart (and Goethe). Personal faith, morality, genuine art are not attained lightly, and the more gifted the personality the more desperate the struggle. Nothing irritated Harry Haller, the "SteppenwoIf," so much as the conventional portrait of the calm, Olympian Goethe, which suggested nothing of the preceding depths through which he had passed, But these "immortals" of the classical centuries did not surrender to the threatening chaos and human despair that beset them. They fought their way through to a recognition of the supremacy of Geist, order and form, reason and morality.
The problem of form in music finds Thomas Mann on similar ground. It is one of the central preoccupations of Adrian Leverkiihn who shares some of Hesse's misgivings at contemporary trends in music. Leverkiihn realizes too the necessity of reimposing strict form and he also realizes he must go back to the earliest period, the sixteenth century, the age of Luther, in order to rediscover the necessary formal elements. But he does this with his tongue in his cheek. The Luther-parody makes this relationship clear. Leverkiihn wants the stricter form only in order to be able to give greater sway to the dark and demonic forces. He reaches out for the form without the spirit. This is suggested by his incapacity for love, his coldness, and the palpable frigidity of the devil. He combines this strict form with the most revolutionary and destructive content, and he does it all without inner faith or conviction. Therefore he can never escape the limits of parody. In Hesse's terms this music of Leverkiihn would be unecht, ungenuine and amoral. Thus we see that, starting from the same problem of musical form, Hesse and Mann once again emerge on different territory.
One of the key terms used by Hesse to convey the essential meaning of genuine music in its moral connotations is Heiterkeit. Any translation must necessarily lose some of the important overtones in Hesse's context. "Serenity" suggests calm, quiescence, passivity, and has no connotations of activity, responsiveness, cheerfulness, and gaiety all of which the German term adumbrates. Another important consti-tuent is "balance." H eiterkeit connotes the transcending of dissensions, such as the conflict between Geist and N atur, and it implies a state of happy equilibrium. The supreme example is the old Musikmeister who is literally transfigured in H eiterkeit before his physical demise. He exemplifies all the virtues in music and in life. From one of his favourite ancient Chinese sages, Lii Pu Wei, Hesse in a letter in 1934 quoted the following dictum which later also found its way into the first volume of Das Glasperlenspiel: "Perfect music has its cause. It is born of equilibrium. Equilibrium arises from a meaningful universe. Hence one can talk of music only with one who has perceived the meaning of the universe." Thus we see the relationship in Hesse's mind between "perfect" or "genuine" music and that balance which results from recognition of meaningfulness in the world. It is no mere coincidence that the perfect music of the eighteenth century found its fulfilment in the age of rationalism and humanism, of the moral philosophers Shaftesbury and Leibnitz, in an ordered, harmonious universe. The obverse is evident. To Hesse the world today is meaningless and has quite lost its moral virtue as a symbol and guide.
There is, furthennore, a direct connection between music and the political organization of society, for the latter of course reflects the state of morals. The Chinese sage records that the tenor of music was regarded as a direct expression of the temper of morals and politics: " In legendary China . . . a leading role was accorded music in the life of the nation and the court; the welfare of music was directly equated with that of culture and morals and the state of the realm." The degeneration of moral and political life is mirrored in the debasement of genuine music which is replaced by a false dynamic expression lacking all H eiterkeit: Lii Pu Wei is informed on Wagner too, the pied piper and favourite composer of the second German Empire and still more of the Third Reich: "The more Saturnalian the music, the more dangerous becomes the nation, the deeper sinks the ruler" etc. Or: "Intoxicating such music is, to be sure, but it has departed from the nature of true music. Therefore this music is not serene [heiter] . If music is not serene, the populace grumbles and a blight descends upon life" and "The music of a wellordered age is controlled In the well-ordered world of the Castalian elite of the Glasperlenspiel, the spirit of seventeenth-and eighteenth-century music reigns supreme. Hesse suggests that there is no scarcity of this musical mate--rial, for the labours of conscientious generations of musicologists have uncovered a wealth of unknown or forgotten manuscripts, and in the case of the familiar monuments of the period they have penetrated through the false encrustations of subsequent generations to the original spirit of the work in its own time. There is such a wealth of this "genuine" spiritual and intellectual music that no need is felt in the Castalian world for any additions and the ban on creative activity is in force in music as in the other arts. What this world has accomplished can be described as an extension of the influence of trus highly moral and intellectual music into all the realms and activities of life. The "Glasperlenspiel" itself is a sort of improvisation in which "genuine" musical themes are "played" in variations architectural, mathematical, poetical etc., comprising a sort of encylopaedic counterpoint of all the arts and studies. It has developed, we are told, "into a sublime cult, a unio mystica of all the discrete members of the universitas litterarum." Like eighteenth-century music, it is a subtle combination of fancy and suggestion with strict formal control. But it is not merely the cultural institution of the game wruch is an extension of the spirit of this music. The Castalian order and its way of life represent the transference of the values of this music into daily living and social and political intercourse. The Castalian historian of the Glasperlenspiel writes: "We believe that in what we today call classical music we have understood and taken over as model the secret, the spirit and the virtue and the devoutness of those generations." At the end of his resume of the institution of the game, the historian states that it is basically a "playing of music" (M usizieren) in the sense of the words once spoken by the central figure in the work, Josef Knecht, on classical music, its meaning and its connection with life, its moral basis:
We consider classical music the essence and epitome of our culture, because it is its most meaningful and most characteristic expression and gesture. We possess in this music the legacy of the ancient world and of Christendom, a spirit of cheerful and courageous devotion; an unexcelled code of chivalrous conduct. For in the last resort every classical gesture of a civilization signifies a moral code, a model of human conduct contracted into a gesture. Between 1500 and 1800 many kinds of music have been composed, styles and means of expression were most diverse, but the spirit, rather the morality, is everywhere the same. The human attitude expressed in classical music is always the same; it is always based on the same kind of supremacy over chance. The gesture of classical music signifies: -awareness of human tragedy, acceptance of man's fate, courage, cheerful serenity [HeiterkeitJ. Whether it be the grace of a minuet by Handel or Couperin, or sensuality sublimated into a delicate gesture as in many Italians or in Mozart, or the calm composed readiness for death as in Bach, there is always in it a challenge, a deathless courage, a breath of chivalry and an echo of superhuman lau~hter, of immortal Heiterkeit. Thus it shall ring Qut in our "glass-bead games" and in our whole life, work and suffering. 9 Thus far the implication has been that Castalian life and classical music, its symbol and model, represent perfection in life and art. But as we read on, it becomes increasingly apparent that the world of the "Glasperlenspiel" is in fact imperfect and especially because it is deficient in vital qualities.· It is important to recognize in this connection the non-Utopian, realistic aspects of Hesse's work. Hesse himself has denounced the preoccupation with its chiliastic qualities and has insisted that Castalia and the "Glasperlenspiel" are symbols for what is here and now, always has been, and always will be: namely the community of art and intellect and its subject-matter, human culture, the eternal Geist.'o Josef Knecht becomes increasingly aware of the defects and the dangers threatening Castalia. They result from a spreading hybris among the human beings who comprise the Castalian world: the assumption their world is static, perfect, complete, in a state of Sein. But the human vessels and institutions serving Geist are themselves inevitably involved in the historical process, in Werden. This process can only be retrograde when men and institutions are morally unprepared to face the repeated mallenge.
What is it that brings Knecht to this insight? It is music again. This perception arises first from that quality of music described above, its constant struggle, its awareness of the abyss and of human tragedy: "Wachsein am Rande des Abgrundes," " Wissen um das Chaos," "Trotzdem." A prime quality in music is its constant battle with the material forces of dissolution, chaos, and anarchy, the necessity of subjecting this malter to form.
There is, however, another quality of music which is even more enlightening to Knemt, for music is itself change, process, "becoming," the very opposite of Sein. It fills space and time to which it gives form and meaning, but without ever lingering. It must constantly surge forward bringing light to darkness, meaning to senseless malter. This musical analogy, Knecht later realizes, lay subconsciously behind his composition Transzendieren which he later modestly re- Early in his life Knecht had been awakened to the presence of Geist, when as a boy he heard the old M usikmeister inlprovise a fugue for him. As he had listened to the message of Geist, he had resolved to dedicate his life to its service: " ... it seemed to him as if he were today hearing music for the first tinle. Behind the musical edifice that arose before him he felt the spirit [Geist] , the beneficent harmony of law and liberty, of serving and swaying; he surrendered and dedicated himself to this spirit and this master." Music suggests the brotherhood of man through the potential share of each human soul in universal and eternal Geist and it suggests that the individual's dedication to the service of Geist can be, and should be, also to the service of his fellow-man. When Knecht faces the final crisis of his life--the apparent conflict between his duty to the rarefied form of Geist cultivated by the Castalians on the one side and his duty to mankind on the other-he has a long conversation with his friend from the outside world, Dessignori. He tells Dessignori that the genuine "Glasperlenspieler" (i.e., artist or intellectual) "should above all possess the H eiterkeit of music, whicll is after all nothing else but courage, a serene, smiling striding and dancing onward right through the horrors and flames of the world, a solemn and festive offering of a sacrifice." To emphasize the moral lesson in this musical analogy, Knecht sits down and plays for his friend a movement from the Purcell sonata that had been a favourite of Pater Jacobus (in whom we recognize the Swiss philosopher and historian Jakob Burckhardt) :
Like drops of golden light the sounds descended in the stillness, so softly that between them could still be heard the song of the old spring murmuring in the court-yard. Gently and insistently, temperately and sweetly the voices of the gracious music met and entwined with one another; bravely and serenely they paced out their intimate dance through the nothingness of time and transitoriness and made the space and the nocturnal hour wide and infinite as the universe for the short spell of their duration. Like Purcell's music, Josef Knecht strides on, brave and serene, into the world of chaos and transience, and in thus dedicating himself to the dual service of eternal Geist and ever changing man, his life is not in vain. As he succumbs in the icy water of the mountain lake, his message, the message of Geist itself and of service to humanity, takes hold and glows never to be extinguished in the heart and mind of his pupil Tito. Just as the notes of Purcell's music filled the stillness "like drops of golden light" and danced their way brave and serene through the emptiness of transient time, so young Tito catches the glow of Geist in his master Knecht and dances in the golden light of the sun rising over the mountain rim. This, we are told, was not a dance familiar to him, nor was it invented by him as a rite to celebrate the sunrise, and only later was he to realize that his dance and his trance-like enthusiasm had been occasioned not merely by the mountain air, the sun, and the early morning feeling of freedom, but even more by the transformation and impending development in his young life heralded by the impact of the friendly but venerable figure of the former Magister Ludi, Josef Knecht. Thus it is implied that the Geist which is manifest in music and which is epitomized in the Purcell sonata is carried over into life, into Knecht's life of serenity and service, and after him in the life of young Tito i
Music is the key to the role of Knecht and of his pupil Tito in the interpenetration of life and intellect, Leben and Geist. The normative moral character of music is brought out most clearly in the life and death of the old M usikmeister who is the guiding spirit in Knecht's life. While still alive the Musikmeister is transfigured and translated into virtual sainthood. This almost mystical symbolism denotes the ethical import of music in the life of one wholeheartedly dedicated to its service:
It was a life of devotion and labour, but free from compulsion and free from ambition and full of music. And it seemed as if, by becoming a musician and Musikmeister, he had chosen music as one of the ways to the highest goal of mankind, to inner freedom, to purity, to perfection, and as if, since choosing this path, he had done nothing but let himself become more and more penetrated, transfigured and purified by music, from the clever, skilled harpsichordist's hands and teeming, titanic musician's memory into all parts of his body and soul, even to his pulse and breathing, even in his sleeping and dreaming, and that now he was a virtual symbol, or rather an embodiment, a personification of music.
Hesse's music, "genuine" music, has then a pre-eminently moral character. It has a rational basis and it is formative and ordering in life. It is both symbolic of the meaning and purpose of human life and of man's relationship to the things of the spirit and at the same time it is a concrete guide to moral action and the virtuous life. The life of the old M usikmeister is one of devotion and service to music and through music he serves the highest aims of mind and spirit and at the same time exemplifies the highest virtues in life. His life under the aegis of music is a constant progression on the path to sainthood.
IV
We have earlier glimpsed some of the similarities in the attitudes of Hesse and of Thomas Mann to music. Both, we saw, are aware of the dark, demonic forces of chaos and anarchy that underlie music and both have a somewhat similar view of the historical development of Western music. But a sharp divergence is evident in their views of Beethoven and the subsequent CoUI~ followed by nineteenth-century composers. This difference rests on the fact that Mann accepts these modern developments and the greater dangers of the demonic element entailed in them, while Hesse rejects all this later music on the ground of its demonic and amoral character, its increasing surrender to the anarchic forces of chaos, and its abandonment of its high ethical mission. Mann, on the whole, is unconcerned with the moral nexus of music. He implies that the highest aesthetic attainment in music must, especially today, involve moral compromise of the most dubious sort. Hesse believes the highest art is intimately bound up with the highest virtue. On this question he is again a disciple of the eighteenth century and in virtual agreement with such philosophers as Shaftesbury and Schiller who envision moral good and aesthetic beauty as forming a sort of unio mystica at the core of human culture. It may be that Mann, with his exploration of the dark demonic world, is more modem, more ioteresting, more subtle, more bold psychologically. It is true we need to know the dark places of the subconscious io order to be io a better position to cope with them. Thomas Mann serves us well here. But if we are looking for a normative influence and a healthier one to serve us io life and io art, we would do well to pause and listen to Hermann Hesse. Despite pessimism where the immediate future developments of society are concerned, Hesse is suffused with a fundamental optimism based on the undying potentialities io every human individual. The difference between Mann and Hesse is well exemplified in the equally significant and symbolic roles of the devil in Dr. Faustus" and the beatified M usikmeister in Das Gla.rperlenspiel. Each has a correspondiog function in the life of the hero. Adrian Leverkiihn's demonic mentor leads him away from virtue and humanism towards the ultimate in modern musical creation. J osel Knecht's mentor starts him on the path that is one of service to the highest ideals in music and in life. Adrian's mentor remaios io his iofernal element to which he drags down his victim. Knecht's mentor reaches a virtual apotheosis of sainthood to which he is drawing his disciple. The one ends in hell while the other is headed for heaven, a goal which may be unattainable for finite mortals but which is nevertheless worth striving for. 
